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Introduction  

  The amount of data in our world has been exploding, and 

analysing large data sets called big data, will become a key basis 

of many researches. Data is being collected and stored at 

unprecedented rates. The challenge is not only to store and 

manage the vast volume of data (―big data‖), but also to analyse 

and extract meaningful value from it. There are several 

approaches to collecting, storing, processing, and analysing big 

data. MapReduce is one of existing mechanisms for big data 

processing. 

  MapReduce is a distributed programming framework 

designed to ease the development of scalable data-intensive 

applications for large clusters of commodity machines. The 

MapReduce distributed data analysis framework model 

introduced by Google provides an easy-to-use programming 

model that features fault tolerance, automatic parallelization, 

scalability and data locality-based optimizations. Due to their 

excellent fault tolerance features, MapReduce frameworks are 

well-suited for the execution of large distributed jobs in brittle 

environments such as commodity   clusters and cloud 

infrastructures [5][12]. 

  Hadoop MapReduce provides a mechanism for 

programmers to leverage the distributed systems for processing 

data sets. MapReduce can be divided into two distinct phases:  

• Map Phase:  Divides  the  workload  into  smaller  sub 

workloads  and  assigns  tasks  to  Mapper,  which  processes 

each unit block of data. The output of Mapper is a sorted list of 

(key, value) pairs.  This list is passed (also called shuffling) to 

the next phase.  

• Reduce: analyses and merges the input to produce the final 

output. The final output is written to the HDFS in the cluster.   

  Cloud computing is a new paradigm for the provision of 

computing infrastructure. This paradigm shifts the location of 

this infrastructure to the network to reduce the costs associated 

with the management of hardware and software resources. 

Hence, businesses and users become able to access application 

services from anywhere in the world [11]. 

  Characteristics of cloud services like On-demand  self-

service, Broad network  access, Resource pooling, Rapid 

elasticity and Measured Service cause MapReduce take 

advantage of cloud infrastructure services and probably cloud is 

a good platform for implementation of MapReduce [3] [11]. 

  In this paper we bring out a complete comparison of the two 

different implementations of MapReduce programming model 

that implemented on top of cloud computing. The rest of the 

paper is organized as follows. The cloud computing and cloud 

service models are briefly explained. Also the MapReduce and 

his architecture are briefly explained and  the characteristics of 

MapReduce implementation in the cloud environment.At last 

discusses and compares two models of cloud MapReduce. 

Concluding remarks are presented. 

Cloud Computing 

  The concept of cloud computing addresses the next 

evolutionary step distributed computing. The goal of this 

computing model is to make a better use of distributed 

resources, put them together in order to achieve higher 

throughput and be able to tackle large scale computation 

problems. Cloud computing is not a completely new concept for 

the development and operation of web application. It allows for 

the most cost-effective development of scalable web portals on 

highly available and fail-safe infrastructure [1]. 

  Cloud computing deals with virtualization, scalability, 

interoperability, quality of service and the delivery models of 

the cloud, namely private, public and hybrid. 

  A more structured definition is given by Buyya et  al [2]:  

who define a Cloud as a ―type of parallel and distributed     

system consisting of a collection of interconnected and 
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virtualized computers that are dynamically provisioned  and  

presented as one or more unified computing resources based on 

service-level agreement‖. 

  The US National Institute of Standards and Technology 

(NIST) offer a comprehensive and general definitions for cloud 

computing, aspects and Characteristics. It summarizes cloud 

computing as [3]: 

  "Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, 

convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of 

configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, 

storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly 

provisioned and released with minimal management effort or 

service provider interaction." 

  NIST also defines the characteristics of cloud computing, 

these characteristics are defined as follows: 

 On-demand self-service: A consumer can unilaterally  

provision computing  capabilities,  such  as server  time  and 

network storage, as  needed  automatically  without  requiring 

human interaction with each service provider.   

 Broad network access: Capabilities are available over the 

network and accessed through standard mechanisms  that  

promote  use  by  heterogeneous  thin  or  thick  client  platforms  

(e.g., mobile phones, tablets, laptops, and workstations).  

 Resource pooling: The provider’s computing resources are 

pooled to serve multiple consumers using a multi-tenant model, 

with different physical and virtual resources dynamically 

assigned and reassigned according to consumer demand. There 

is a sense of location independence in that the customer 

generally has no control or knowledge over the exact location of 

the provided resources but may be able to specify location at a 

higher level of abstraction (e.g., country, state, or datacenter). 

Examples of resources include storage, processing, memory, and 

network bandwidth. 

 Rapid  elasticity: Capabilities can be elastically  provisioned 

and  released, in some cases automatically, to scale rapidly 

outward and inward commensurate with demand. To the 

consumer, the capabilities available for provisioning often 

appear to be unlimited and can be appropriated in any quantity 

at any time.  

 
Fig 1.  Models of Cloud Services 

 Measured service: Cloud systems automatically control and 

optimize resource use by leveraging a metering capability at 

some level of abstraction appropriate to the type of service (e.g., 

storage, processing, bandwidth, and active user accounts). 

Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and reported, 

providing transparency for both the provider and consumer of 

the utilized service. 

The NIST definition also the wide variety of services 

exposed by the Cloud computing can be classified and organized 

into three classes (Figure 1) which are referred to as a services 

models: 

  Software as a Service (SaaS): The capability provided to the 

consumer is to use the provider’s applications running on a 

cloud infrastructure. The applications are accessible from 

various client devices through either a thin client interface, such 

as a web browser (e.g., web-based email), or a program 

interface. The consumer does not manage or control the 

underlying cloud infrastructure including network, servers, 

operating systems, storage, or even individual application 

capabilities, with the possible exception of limited user-specific 

application configuration settings.  

  Platform as a Service (PaaS): The capability provided to the 

consumer is to deploy onto the cloud infrastructure consumer-

created or acquired applications created using programming 

languages, libraries, services, and tools supported by the 

provider. The consumer does not manage or control the 

underlying cloud infrastructure including network, servers, 

operating systems, or storage, but has control over the deployed 

applications and possibly configuration settings for the 

application-hosting environment. 

  Infrastructure  as  a Service (IaaS): The capability  provided  

to  the consumer to provision processing, storage,  networks, and 

other fundamental computing resources  where  the consumer  is  

able  to  deploy  and  run  arbitrary  software, which can include 

operating systems and applications. The consumer does not 

manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure but has 

control over operating systems, storage, and deployed 

applications; and possibly limited control of select networking 

components (e.g., host firewalls). 

 NIST defined primarily four cloud deployments according to 

who the owner of the cloud data centre is, which are discussed 

below: 

 Private cloud: The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for 

exclusive use by a single organization comprising multiple 

consumers (e.g., business units). It may be owned, managed, and 

operated by the organization, a third party, or some combination 

of them, and it may exist on or off premises.  

 Community cloud: The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for 

exclusive use by a specific community of consumers from 

organizations that have shared concerns (e.g., mission, security 

requirements, policy, and compliance considerations). It may be 

owned, managed, and operated by one or more of the 

organizations in the community, a third party, or some 

combination of them, and it may exist on or off premises.  

 Public cloud: The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for open 

use by the general public. It may be owned, managed, and 

operated by a business, academic, or government organization, 

or some combination of them. It exists on the premises of the 

cloud provider.  

 Hybrid cloud: The cloud infrastructure is a composition of  

two or more distinct cloud infrastructures (private, community, 

or public) that remain unique entities, but are bound together by 

standardized or proprietary technology  that  enables data and 

application portability (e.g., cloud bursting for load balancing 

between clouds). 

MapReduce Programming Model 

 MapReduce is a programming model introduced by  Google 

for large scale data processing. These processing is parallel 

essentially, so we can give the large-scale data analysis to any 

operators with enough  machines [5]. MapReduces core task is 

to divide the data into different logic blocks, programs written 

with the distributed properties model, can process on distributed 

clusters in parallel [6]. 
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 The computation takes a set of input key/value pairs, and 

produces a set of output key/value pairs. MapReduce model is 

inspired by the map and reduce functions commonly used in 

functional programming. The Map function takes an input pair, 

and then generates an intermediate key/value pairs set. 

MapReduce library put all values with the same intermediate 

key together, then pass them to the Reduce function. 

 The Reduce function accepts an intermediate key and related 

value, it combined the value to form a set of relatively small 

value set, and usually this collection is smaller than the input. 

Typically just 0 or 1 output value is produced per Reduce 

invocation. The intermediate values are supplied to the user’s 

reduce function via an iterator [5]. The MapReduce data process 

model is shown in Figure 2. 

 The Map/Reduce framework consists of a single master and 

one worker in each node of machines. The master is responsible 

for scheduling the jobs component tasks on   the workers, 

monitoring them and re-executing the failed tasks and also the 

master keeps several data structures. For each map task and 

reduce task, it stores the state (idle, in-progress, or completed), 

and the identity of the worker machine (for non-idle tasks).  

 After the assignment of map tasks to the registered workers, 

the job of the worker is to process the assigned job and return 

the intermediate result to master. Master collects all the results 

and consolidate the intermediate result, then assign the reduce 

task to the workers. Number of reduce workers depend on the 

size of the intermediate result. After collecting the reduce result 

from the workers, master returns the consolidated data to the 

user program [4][5]. 

 MapReduce has slowly gained popularity with its swift and 

efficient data-intensive processing abilities, so the MapReduce 

model has become a widely acclaimed processing model for big 

data and also for complex computations on these data [7][8]. 

 
Fig 2. MapReduce Process Architecture 

MapReduce has many implementations, Hadoop is an open 

source implementation of MapReduce. It is a free, Java-based 

programming framework that supports the processing of large 

data sets in a distributed computing environment. According to 

the MapReduce programming model, It is designed to scale up 

from a single server to thousands of machines, with a very high 

degree of fault tolerance [9]. 

  Hadoop MapReduce uses the HDFS distributed parallel file 

system for data storage, which stores the data across the local 

disks of the computing nodes while presenting a single file 

system view through the HDFS API [9]. 

MapReduce In The Cloud 

In cloud environments data processing has become an 

important research problem. As a cloud is a proper distributed 

system platform, parallel programming model like MapReduce 

is widely used for developing scalable and fault   tolerant 

applications deployable on cloud [10]. 

  In this new architecture of MapReduce implementation we 

can use of MapReduce programming model advantages in a 

cloud computing environment for process large scale data. With 

implementation of the MapReduce model in cloud, MapReduce 

resource requirements prepared from cloud services or resources 

(e.g., network, storage, computing, services). 

  The main purpose of implementation MapReduce in the 

cloud is that a cloud provider offers the MapReduce 

programming model as a service, So consumers Including 

regular Internet users or small organizations that do not have 

adequate equipment for the processing of their data can upload 

his data on storage of cloud datacenter and cloud service process 

these data with the use of two user-defined map and reduce 

function and return back the result of processing to the 

consumer. The user defines map and reduce functions and these 

functions are sent to the cloud. 

Characteristics 

The characteristics of the implementation MapReduce on a 

cloud platform as a service for processing large scale data sets 

are defined as follows [11]: 

 Availability: Service must be always accessible even on the 

occasions where there is a network failure or a whole datacenter 

has gone offline.  

 Scalability: Cloud service must be able to support very large 

databases with very high request rates at very low latency. And 

with adding tasks and operations to cloud, cloud resource 

management prepares resource for tasks without much effort 

beyond that of adding more hardware. So we do not have a drop 

in performance. 

 Multitenancy: Cloud service must be able to support many 

applications (tenants) on the same hardware and software 

infrastructure. However, the performance of this tenant must be 

isolated from each other. Adding a new tenant should require 

little or no effort beyond that of ensuring that enough system 

capacity has been provisioned for the new load. 

 Fault Tolerance: For transactional workloads, a fault tolerant 

cloud data management system needs to be able to recover from 

a failure without losing any data or updates from recently 

committed transactions. 

Why MapReduce in the cloud? 

While clouds offer raw computing power combined    with 

cloud infrastructure services offering storage and other services, 

there is a need for distributed computing frameworks to harness 

the power of clouds both easily and effectively. 

  Implementation of MapReduce cloud takes advantage of the 

scalability, high availability and the distributed nature of cloud 

infrastructure services, guaranteed by cloud service provider, to 

deliver a fault tolerant, dynamically scalable runtime with a 

familiar programming model for the users [12]. 

  The most important advantages of cloud MapReduce are 

listed as follows [13]. 

Scalability: we have adopted a fully distributed architecture for 

implementation of MapReduce in the cloud. And  we do not 

have a single master node as a bottleneck. Besides these 
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advantages, on demand and scalable cloud services make 

MapReduce implementation on top of these services, is scalable 

and reliable. 

Simplicity: when we implement the MapReduce as a service in 

the cloud computing every part of the MapReduce operations 

(e.g., data storing, data processing, data management) is service 

based. So in MapReduce operations do not exist this need to 

know the storage service or other services how to work.  

Faster acting: Parallelize processing and data transferring: 

Cloud MapReduce starts uploading reduce results as soon as 

they are produced in the map phase even before a map task 

finishes. This parallelizes the network transfer with the CPU 

intensive processing. 

No disk paging: Since the number of key-value pairs in a 

reduce task is unbounded, Because Hadoop implementation of 

MapReduce there is no enough memory available then may have 

to spill partial sorting results to disk multiple times in order to fit 

within the main memory. But in cloud we have a lot of memory, 

then we do not need paging. 

  No staging: Hadoop always stores the intermediate results 

on disks and then copies over the results to the hard disks on the 

destination node when instructed by the master. As a result, the 

data not only transits through the network once, but it also 

transits twice through the local disk. In comparison, MapReduce 

in the cloud can do everything in memory; therefore, the data 

only transits once through the network. 

  Incast problem: Hadoop and other MapReduce 

implementations start to shuffle data from mappers to reducers 

at the end of the map stage. The simultaneous transfers of a 

large amount of data could overflow the switch buffer, resulting 

in packet losses, which in turn causes TCP to back off. Current 

TCP implementations require a 200ms wait time before they 

retry, which significantly lower the overall throughput. This 

problem is referred to as the incast problem, and it has been 

observed in data centers [14]. In contrast, MapReduce in the 

cloud starts to transfer data as soon as it is generated. Because 

traffic is smoothed out, it is unlikely to trigger the incast 

problem. 

Implementations of Mapreduce in the cloud environments 

  Cloud services are on demand, scalable and high available 

services. In addition distributed nature of such services cause to 

avoid single point of failure [17][11]. So implementing of 

MapReduce on the top of cloud services allows MapReduce take 

advantage of cloud services. 

  There are two implementations of cloud MapReduce in 

cloud computing environments, AzureMapReduce [12] and 

Amazon Elastic MapReduce [16]. We explain these 

implementations and also have a comparison between them at 

the end of the paper. 

Azure MapReduce 

  Azure MapReduce is a PaaS cloud that offers a platform as 

a service to users. As mentioned for implementing MapReduce 

on the top of cloud services, we need capabilities such as 

storage, and compute instance and so on. Azure MapReduce 

provides all of these capabilities. Beside this we need 

Scheduling mechanism to deploy MapReduce in the cloud. 

Azure has a queue mechanism that is used for scheduling of 

MapReduce operations.  

  The Azure storage queue is an eventual consistent, reliable, 

scalable and distributed web scale message queue service, ideal 

for small, short-lived, transient messages. This messaging 

framework can be used as a message-passing mechanism to 

communicate between distributed components of any 

application running in the cloud [12].   

  The Azure BLOB service provides storage service. We can 

utilize this service to perform MapReduce operation on top on 

Microsoft Azure cloud. This service is a scalable distributed 

storage service that can be easily used to store and retrieve data 

from it. Azure MapReduce uses Azure BLOB and Azure queue 

with virtual compute instances to perform MapReduce 

operations. The architecture of MapReduce implementation on 

the top of Microsoft Azure cloud is shown in Figure 3 [12]. 

  As mentioned many of MapReduce implementations such 

as Hadoop use single node to control operations. This node 

called master node, handles task assignment, fault tolerance and 

mentoring for map and reduce computations. Hadoop 

implementation supposes master node failure is rare. Cloud 

environments are more brittle than the traditional computing 

clusters are. Thus, cloud applications should be developed to 

anticipate and withstand these failures.  Because of this, it is not 

possible for AzureMapReduce to make the same assumptions of 

reliability about a master node as in the above-mentioned 

runtimes. Due to these reasons,   AzureMapReduce is designed 

around a decentralized control model without a master node, 

thus avoiding the possible single point of failure [12]. 

  This implementation uses Azure queues for map and 

reduces task scheduling, Azure tables for metadata and 

monitoring data storage, Azure BLOB storage for input, output 

and intermediate data storage and the Window Azure Compute 

worker roles to perform the computations. The map and reduce 

tasks of the AzureMapReduce runtime are dynamically 

scheduled using a global queue.  

Amazon elastic MapReduce (EMR) 

Amazon Elastic MapReduce is an Amazon implementation 

of MapReduce framework that uses Amazon infrastructure 

services for MapReduce operations. This implementation use 

EC2 APIs to spawn up new virtual machines (also called 

instances) to process new MapReduce jobs [15][16].  To store 

input and possibly output data in use S3 services. By leveraging 

the distributed nature of S3, it can achieve higher data 

throughput since data come from multiple servers and 

communications with the servers potentially all traverse 

different network paths. This implementation use SQS, which is 

a critical component that allows designing MapReduce in a 

simple way. A queue serves two purposes. First, it is a 

synchronization point where workers (a process running on an 

instance) can coordinate job assignments. Second, a queue 

serves as a decoupling mechanism to coordinate data flow 

between different stages.  Lastly, it uses SimpleDB, which 

serves as the central job coordination point in this fully 

distributed implementation. It keeps all workers’ status here 

[13]. The architecture of the implementation of EMR is shown 

in Figure 4. 

  This implementation uses SQS queue to handle 

communication in MapReduce implementation. Size of 

messages in queues should be less than 8KB. For example each 

entry in input queue holds the pointer to a chunk of MapReduce 

input data. To handle MapReduce operations, one output queue, 

one MapReduce queue and multiple reduce queue should be 

used. 

  A set of map workers, each runs as a separate EC2 instance, 

poll the input queue for work, then Map Worker invokes the 

user-defined map function to process a chunk of input data that 

assign to it. 
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Fig 3. Azure MapReduce Architecture 

After all map workers finish their jobs, Reduce workers 

start their jobs by polling the MapReduce queue. Similar to map 

worker, reduce worker invoke user-defined function to process a 

chunk of data that exist in reduce queues and MapReduce queue 

point to it.  

 
Fig 4. Amazon Elastic MapReduce Architecture 

Summary 

Generally speaking, according to the contents of the table. I 

and previously mentioned characteristics of each 

implementation have different features from other 

implementations. For example Azure MapReduce framework 

has a decentralized controlling for control task in workers and in 

these implementation we do not have bottleneck for controlling. 

So if we have a failing in the master node we can control the 

tasks in the workers. Which fulfils the much needed requirement 

of a distributed programming framework for Azure users. Azure 

MapReduce is built using Azure cloud infrastructure services 

that take advantage of the quality of service guarantees provided 

by the cloud service providers. In contrast, Amazon Elastic 

MapReduce(EMR) have a central controlling unit for scheduling 

and controlling of tasks. So in these implementations of 

MapReduce in the cloud we have bottleneck in controlling unit 

and if an error occurs in the master we've been faced with 

serious problems in MapReduce operation and in these aspect 

Azure MapReduce is superior to Amazon EMR. In data storing 

and data management  each of implementations such as Azure 

or Amazon EMR for providing storage environment for their 

operations, for example Amazon employ S3 service and Azure 

use Azure blob. Limitation in data storing and data management 

is the main difference in these two data management approach in 

a cloud environment. Because S3 is a service that offered for 

public and general users then in these implementations we have 

limitation more than Azure blob storage for example in S3 the 

maximum size of each file is 5GB and this maximum size in 

Azure blob is unlimited. 

In cost estimation for this two implementation we can 

conclude that employment of Amazon EMR for processing our 

large scale data need to pay cost more than Azure 

implementation. Because services in Amazon Web Service are 

more expensive than Azure MapReduce. 

Although they have different aspects but these 

implementations have the same viewpoints in general. For 

example the architecture of them constructed from four same 

part storage, computational resource, scheduling queue and a 

database for preserving task statuses for controlling processes. 

In rate of parallelism of operations each of two implementation 

we have the same rate of parallelism. 

Conclusion 

In analysing and comparison these various MapReduce 

implementations in the cloud environment we find that there are 

salient differences between them, for example control flow, task 

scheduling, and also in data management approaches. We also 

Table I. Summary of results 
 Apache Hadoop Azure MapReduce Amazon EMR 

Programming 

Model 

MapReduce MapReduce - will extend to 

Iterative MapReduce 

MapReduce - will extend to Iterative MapReduce 

Data Handling HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File 

System) 

Azure Blob Storage (max  size of 

objects unlimited) 

Amazon S3 (max size of object limited to 5GB) 

Scheduling Data Locality; Rack aware, 

Dynamic task scheduling through 

global queue 

Dynamic task scheduling through 

global queue 

Dynamic task scheduling through SQS service 

Failure Handling Re-execution of failed tasks; 

Duplicate execution of slow tasks 

Re-execution of failed tasks; 

Duplicate execution of slow tasks 

Re-execution of failed tasks; Duplicate execution of 

slow tasks; through (SQS’s visibility timeout, 

Simple DB) 

Environment Linux Clusters, Amazon Elastic 

MapReduce on EC2 

Window Azure Compute, 

Windows Azure Local 

Development Fabric 

Linux Clusters, Amazon Elastic MapReduce on EC2 

Intermediate Data 

Transfer 

File, Http Files, TCP File, TCP 

Dynamic 

Scalability 

No Yes Yes 

Control Model Central Decentral Central(Simple DB) 
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present the differences between implementation of MapReduce 

in the cloud and the traditional implementations (e.g. Hadoop), 

For example, implementation of MapReduce in the cloud is 

faster and simpler than implementation in non-cloud 

environments. Also cloud MapReduce is more scalable. 
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